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Chapter 1 : Fastest Classic Muscle Cars: Top 10 List of Muscle Cars from the Past
About Us Quarter Mile Muscle Inc. specializing in Classic Car Restorations, here in North Carolina! Here we perform
Automotive Restorations, Custom Painting and installing Aftermarket Performance Parts on all types of vehicles.

More Articles March 30, The fastest muscle cars of today are safer and more powerful than those used by
street racers in the past Dodge Power and adrenaline: So instead of resting on laurels and sticking with
straight-line speed, automakers have had to reinvent some of their most iconic nameplates, all while making
sure they stay true to their reputation. Needless to say, the results have been pretty spectacular. But thanks to
huge advances in engineering, these cars are now safer, more reliable, and most importantly, more powerful
than ever before. There may be some omissions, but we limited the list to cars that we could find precise and
reliable test data for. In the event that there was a tie and there were a few , we used zero to 60 times to settle
the argument. So, without further ado, here are the 13 fastest modern muscle cars of the s. Zero to 60 comes in
5. A whopping ponies and pound-feet of torque. Sure, it was an assassin there with a Zero to 60 comes in four
seconds flat, and it can run the quarter mile in And from there, the Camaro line only gets more impressive.
With the Dodge Charger SRT , the tough-looking four door gets horsepower and pound-feet of torque to play
with , thanks to its 6. Zero to 60 comes in 4. You can even get a cool retro shaker hood, complete with air
intake sticking out of it. If you need four doors, Dodge offers the in the Charger, too. In that car, zero to 60
comes in at 3. Boasting a supercharged 6. Top speed is miles per hour, and it can jet to 60 miles per hour in
just 3. The current GT is a lithe, brutally fast track car; the old King Cobra was an old-school straight line
missile. Tackling the quarter mile in The quarter-mile can also be done in a relative snap, as the Hellcat can
get it done in The four door has the same horsepower and pound-feet of torque as its two-door brother, but
thanks to better aerodynamics, the Charger is actually a little quicker to 60 from a standstill â€” 3.
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Chapter 2 : The Fastest Muscle Cars on the Market for the Model Year
Classic Car Services. Here at Quarter Mile Muscle our Classic Car Services includes a Full Service Automotive
Restoration shop. We have a large Facility dedicated to the Restoration of Classic Cars and Trucks. We Fully Restore
Collector Cars, Muscle Cars, Hot Rods, Sports Cars, Vintage Classics and all other makes and models.

I hopped on Google and punched up performance car shops. Paging through search results I ran across an
intriguing website presented by Mr. E-mailing back and forth over a week or so we arranged my visit. Quarter
Mile Muscle Hummer Little of the passion for cars shows through to the outside of this steel structure though
poised, radiator forward, outside the front door, sits a gigantic sculpture of American steel. Brilliantly coated
in a rich PPG Blue Metallic Candy, beautifully finished and decked out, an H1 Hummer, complete with grille
guards and push bars stands watch over the Quarter Mile Muscle headquarters. Should you question car
passion contained within the Quarter Mile Muscle shop, this earth grinding piece of US engineering prowess
slays any doubt. Look for quite an arrival among the mini vans and station wagons outside the local Target
store. Bryan got his start when, as a collector, and working for another company, he constantly searched for
shops to do restoration and custom work on cars under his charge. Often disappointed, Bryan decided to start
his own shop. Period correct or modernized, I like doing it. If the customers love their car, I understand that.
When a quality seeking project comes in, Bran makes sure it has his undivided attention. When I asked about
the fastest car on which he worked, a very slight smile came across his face. The smile got bigger. I can get it.
Seldom does one think of anything black as radiant but this sculpture exuded smoothness, power and glory. It
bore nothing harsh, no sharp corners, no extreme edges, nothing. Bryan posed it for me. I was in the presence
of true, beautiful art. Quarter Mile Muscle â€” C5 Corvette Shooting the car and asking a few final questions
was a great way to end our discussion. In a world crowded with custom car shops, Bryan and his team give a
great performance. See you at the track.
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Chapter 3 : Times | Find 0 to 60 & Quarter Mile Times Car Specs
We provide Pre Purchase inspections for classic cars. If you want to find out the current condition of a classic car from
top to bottom and front to back we provide this service.

While the original pony cars offered horses or so, these days you can buy 10 different models that top
horsepower and hit 60 miles per hour in less than 5. Indeed, you should consider the current stock from
Detroit an embarrassment of riches. Here are the 10 fastest muscle cars heading to market for the model year.
Performance times come from verified tests or automaker estimates and can vary by several tenths of a
second, depending on the driver. Its quarter-mile run times of Under the control of the right driver, it will
outrun other models on this list. Motor Trend testing got the same powertrain to just 60 mph in just over 4
seconds from a stop. The quarter-mile run lasted After adding power and tweaking both automatic and
manual transmissions, the 5. Not tested For the model year , Ford mostly left the GT alone but brought out a
new special edition: Using an enhanced version of the 5. This one can hit mph. Not tested Quarter mile:
Dodge says the will get there in This model should arrive in dealerships by the first quarter of This model
will maintain its obscene power quotient horsepower, pound-feet of torque while improving aerodynamics and
adding downforce. These cars run on a supercharged 6. That massive force propels the Charger Hellcat yes, a
four-door sedan to 60 miles per hour in 3. Motor Trend ran the quarter mile in this car in That powertrain
produces horsepower and pound-feet of torque. It hits 60 mph from a stop in about 3. This car can blast to 60
mph in 3. Likewise, the Redeye is the fastest GT car in production with its quarter-mile time of Check out
The Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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Chapter 4 : Company Bankruptcy Information for Quarter Mile Muscle, Inc. bk
Other manufacturers responded with their own pony cars and muscle cars, and for nearly 10 years, muscle cars ruled
the drags. Quarter Mile Muscle covers the development and success of the muscle cars at the drags in all classes, from
Super Stock to the early muscle car-based funny cars.

Top 10 List There is nothing compared to hearing the roar of a Muscle Car zooming down a straightaway.
These American made cars are high performance vehicles that were introduced as mid-sized two door coupes
with engines having a lot of horsepower during the s. Classic American muscle cars listed here were available
from the s through the s, these were some of the fastest during their time. L72 V8 engine with horsepower.
Corvettes have been driven by men who are well known in the racing circuit. Recognizable names such as A.
Plymouth negotiated with Warner Brothers the right to use the Road Runner character in naming this muscle
car. The Barracuda participated in factory sponsored races, one of which was the Trans-Am Series. Chevrolet
came up with the Chevelle in order to compete with the Ford Fairlane. Rex Gray , Creative Commons 6. The
ZL1 with hp engine was initially intended for drag racing purposes. Each ZL1 engine took sixteen hours to
build in a sanitized environment. These engines were used for both the Camaro and the Corvette.
RussBowling , Creative Commons 7. Engine was a V6 engine with horsepower using a four speed
transmission. Phillip Pessar , Creative Commons 8. Engine was a Chrysler Hemi, horsepower. Plymouth had
also offered options for the color of the Roadrunner a customer might want. Buick introduced the cu in V8
engine with horsepower. This vehicle caused an uproar in the 80s when reports said that this GS Stage 1 of
was faster than any Hemi car produced by Chrysler. Rex Gray , Creative Commons A cu in, horsepower
engine used, less horsepower than previous model mentioned above. Body color of Corvettes varied, ten
different colors if you wanted to get a Corvette, the least produced color was black with produced and British
green with 4, produced. Matthew Murphy Chrysler made the fastest race cas back in the day. The caricature is
attractive, your authored material stylish. This is what true muscle cars is rawrdinosaur Yo, rampage, pontiacs
suck and dodges also. How about the Ram Air IV? Or the super duties?
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Chapter 5 : Quarter-Mile Muscle! - Larry Davis - Google Books
Classic Dodge Restoration in North Carolina by Quarter Mile Muscle Inc. This Classic Dodge Charger was updated by
us here at QMM. It now has a Tremec Five speed transmission and new four.

Citation is disfavored, but may be permitted in accordance with the provisions of Rule 30 e 3 of the North
Carolina Rules of Appellate Procedure. Klass in Iredell County Superior Court. Heard in the Court of Appeals
19 September Roberts Law Firm, P. Quarter Mile Muscle, Inc. Opinion of the Court Repair Act. Defendants
also contend that the trial court erred by denying their motion dismissing the claims against Klitz in his
individual capacity. Plaintiff decided to have the Vehicle restored and discovered Quarter Mile through
internet advertisements for restoration of vintage cars. Opinion of the Court after the car is delivered to
[Quarter Mile] and will be ongoing during the restoration process. From 20 November until 30 August â€”the
date on which Plaintiff regained possession of the Vehicleâ€”Klitz and Plaintiff remained in email
communication about the progress of the restoration. As part of the restoration process, Defendants were to
replace the original engine with a more modern one. Klitz titled the Corvette in his name individually and
informed Plaintiff of the purchase on 3 April Klitz, however, did not mention in his emails to Plaintiff that the
Corvette was titled in his name. Opinion of the Court much work was yet to be done. Klitz informed Plaintiff
that outstanding tasks included finishing the current metal and body work; priming, sanding, and painting the
interior and exterior; painting and fabricating the chassis; rebuilding and installing the engine; installing
steering and brakes; and wiring and upholstering; and finishing the glass, chrome, rims, tires, and audio
system. On 16 August , Plaintiff went to Quarter Mile with her parents and other relatives to inspect the
condition of the Vehicle and the progress of the restoration. Upon this inspection, Plaintiff decided to cease
the restoration project. Klitz gave Plaintiff the title to the Corvette; however, at the time of trial Klitz had not
yet signed it. On 21 April , Plaintiff filed a complaint in Iredell County Superior Court against Quarter Mile
and Klitz, both individually and in his capacity as the owner of Quarter Mile, for breach of contract, unjust
enrichment, violation of the North Carolina Motor Vehicle Repair Act, unfair and deceptive trade practices,
and conversion. A jury trial commenced on 12 October During trial, Plaintiff presented expert testimony from
three witnesses: Opinion of the Court auto restoration. Allen described the work done by Defendants as poor
quality. He provided a report detailing the work and opined that Defendants billed Plaintiff for an inflated
number of hours. Klitz testified on behalf of himself and Quarter Mile. He offered an explanation for taking
title to the Corvetteâ€”ostensibly purchased on behalf of Plaintiff for partsâ€” in his own name. Opinion of the
Court The trial court gave the jurors, without objection, a verdict sheet, which provided: Did the defendants
breach the contract with plaintiff? If you answered no, then move to issue 4. What amount of damages is
plaintiff entitled to receive from the defendants? If no then stop. What amount of damages are the plaintiff
entitled to receive from the defendants? Defendants gave timely notice of appeal. Defendants also argue that
the evidence does not support the damages award for breach of contract or violation of the North Carolina
Motor Vehicle Repair Act. Lastly, Defendants argue the evidence does not support the claims against Klitz in
his individual capacity. Opinion of the Court improper jury instructions and verdict sheet, because Defendants
did not object to the jury instructions or the verdict sheet at trial. Rule 10 a further states: A party may not
make any portion of the jury charge or omission therefrom the basis of an issue presented on appeal unless the
party objects thereto before the jury retires to consider its verdict, stating distinctly that to which objection is
made and the grounds of the objection; provided that opportunity was given to the party to make the objection
out of the hearing of the jury, and, on request of any party, out of the presence of the jury. Here, the trial court
provided an opportunity for Defendants to object outside the presence of the jury, as illustrated by the
following excerpt of the transcript: Let the record reflect the jurors have left the courtroom. Any request as to
the charge from the plaintiff? Plaintiff is fine, your Honor. Opinion of the Court work on the Chieftain made it
unsafe. You all want to take a look at the verdict sheet? The defense is fine, your Honor. Sufficiency of the
Evidence 1. Opinion of the Court S. Here, the evidence, when viewed in the light most favorable to Plaintiff,
supported the submission of both direct and consequential damages to the jury. Because the damage award did
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not exceed the total amount of contract damages supported by the evidence, we need not address whether or to
what extent damages are permitted under a violation of the North Carolina Motor Vehicle Repair Act.
Generally, officers and directors of North Carolina corporations are not personally liable for the debts of their
corporations. Defendants argue this evidence supports their contention that there was no evidence supporting
the breach of contract claim against Klitz in his individual capacity. However, it is not for this Court to
balance the evidence; rather, we are only able to determine whether a scintilla of evidence supports a breach of
contract claim against Klitz in his individual capacity regardless of the evidence to the contrary. The relevant
evidence at trial establishes that: This evidence would allow a reasonable trier of fact to find that Klitz entered
into the Contract for his own personal benefit, thus precluding him from using the corporation as a shield
against personal liability. Accordingly we affirm the judgment. Report per Rule 30 e.
Chapter 6 : The 13 Fastest Modern Muscle Machines on the Market Today
$50 for $75 Deal at Quarter Mile Muscle Inc. You get a voucher redeemable for $75 at Quarter Mile Muscle Inc.. Print
out your voucher, or redeem on your phone with the Yelp app.

Chapter 7 : Quarter Mile Muscle, Inc. | Better Business BureauÂ® Profile
Welcome to Quarter Mile Muscle Inc. where we build and restore Classic Cars. This is a Full Service Automotive
Restoration Facility. We have our own mechanical department and Fabrication department.

Chapter 8 : Interview: Quarter Mile Muscle | The Daily Derbi
Quarter Mile Muscle, Inc. has received out of 5 stars based on 2 Customer Reviews and a BBB Rating of A+. Comprised
of 67% BBB Rating and 33% Customer Review Rating.

Chapter 9 : Times and 1/4 Mile Times for Most Popular Cars
Should you question car passion contained within the Quarter Mile Muscle shop, this earth grinding piece of US
engineering prowess slays any doubt. A warm southern greeting awaited as Bryan invited me to join him in Quarter Mile
Muscle's office.
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